
 

COVID-19 crisis in Los Angeles: Why
activating 'crisis standards of care' is crucial
for overwhelmed hospitals
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In Los Angeles County, ambulance crews are being told to conserve
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oxygen and to not take certain trauma and cardiac arrest patients they
can't resuscitate in the field. When ambulances do transport patients,
they often wait hours or move to temporary ambulance receiving spaces,
often tents where doctors can assess the patient while waiting for space
inside.

Ill patients who would normally stay in a hospital for observation are
being discharged to make room for sicker patients. Patients who cannot
be discharged are being treated in hallways, chapels or wherever there is
room.

Hospitals and emergency services in the Los Angeles region are clearly
in crisis as COVID-19 cases surge, yet state and county officials have yet
to formally make what is known as a declaration of crisis standards of
care.

The declaration is important. It triggers protocols that help doctors and
overwhelmed hospitals determine the most efficient use of limited
resources for the greatest benefit of patients and it provides some legal
protection. Without the declaration, there is less transparency or
coordination for how resources are allocated, and rationing of resources
happens at bedsides. That has consequences for both doctors and
patients.

I am a medical ethicist who works with regional and county disaster and
triage advisory committees to think through the moral implications of
declaring crisis and the ethics of triage decisions necessitated by crisis. I
consider these designations vital as hospitals face difficult choices over
how to use limited resources, treatments and staff.

Three stages to reach crisis capacity

The Institute of Medicine, now known as the National Academies of
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Medicine, published guidance for establishing crisis standards of care
for use in disaster situations in 2009 amid the H1N1 swine flu pandemic.
The report creates guidelines for the fair, transparent and consistent
allocation of medical resources when those resources become scarce.

The guidance describes three escalating stages of medical surge capacity
to help establish when normal standards of care can no longer be
maintained:

1) Conventional capacity: Hospitals have enough space, staff, and
supplies to operate normally.

2) Contingency capacity: Hospitals may be under stress and have
resource shortages, but they can still maintain standards of care that are
close to normal. During the COVID-19 pandemic, contingency has often
meant that elective procedures have been canceled and do-not-
resuscitate orders have been placed on some COVID-19 patients due to a
lack of protective equipment.

3) Crisis capacity: At this stage, normal standards of care cannot be
maintained. Patients get the best care available rather than the best care
possible. This is the current situation in many hospitals in southern
California.

California's pandemic crisis care guidelines stress the importance of
including the local government in hospital crisis planning. But there is no
requirement that governments make crisis standards of care declarations
when hospitals reach crisis capacity.

Despite Los Angeles County's ICU beds being full, those declarations
have so far been left to individual hospitals.

Why the declaration is important
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A crisis standards of care declaration takes uncomfortable decisions out
the hands of doctors, such as when to reallocate a ventilator from a
patient who is unlikely to survive to one whose chances are higher.

It triggers formal hospital or state triage protocols that help determine
which patients get which resources. This can help lessen moral and
psychological distress for doctors.

For patients, the declaration gives more insight into the level of
treatment they can expect as they face medical systems that are short of
resources.

Without a formal crisis standards of care declaration, decisions about
who gets a hospital bed are made by doctors who are often not trained in
this sort of decision-making. Medical training teaches doctors to pursue
the best for each patient, but this is often impossible during a crisis. It
can mean patients with little chance of survival continue to use scare
resources while others who might have a better chance of survival go
without.

In most circumstances, it would be unthinkable to take away a resource
that is keeping a patient alive and could lead to lawsuits. When crisis
standards are in effect, scarce resources can be reallocated to patients
who can benefit from them.

Creating crisis protocols

Crisis protocols, typically designed by teams with training in medical
crisis decision-making, offer a road map for making these excruciating
choices. The declarations can also provide legal protection for doctors
when hospitals can no longer provide normal standards of care.
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When Arizona and New Mexico reached crisis levels with the
COVID-19 pandemic, they issued state-level declarations of crisis
standards of care that help protect physicians from civil liability when
following triage protocols. While an individual hospital might be
reluctant to declare crisis standards of care because it fears being seen as
a failure, especially when other hospitals have not done the same, a
county or state declaration can also permit the frank appraisal of what is
happening in the community's hospitals and fascilitate resource sharing.

The experiences of doctors in New York City hospitals early in the
pandemic showed the importance of clear, formal declarations for
reducing burdens on care providers. In discussions with professors from
Johns Hopkins University, doctors talked about the need for clarity when
making triage decisions, matching supplies with hospitals in need, and
deciding which patients should get scarce resources such as ventilators.
They also talked about the extreme emotional toll that comes with
making life and death decisions.

The COVID-19 crisis isn't over

The scenes inside many California hospitals right now and the memos
sent to ambulance crews show that they are in crisis, even if they have
not declared it.

States and counties around the country will face similar choices
regarding crisis standards of care as hospitals become overwhelmed by
rising case numbers. Experts warn that the country has not yet seen the
worst of the COVID-19 surges. Given the presence now of a more
contagious strain of the virus, the surges might be worse than once
thought.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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